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Objectives: Ss will personalize language in Unit 11 Listening Part 3. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT NS  
Materials: none 
Procedure:  
Step1: Have Ss sit in small groups. 
Step 2: Ss take turns to tell their group members what they did yesterday. Instruct 
Ss to use Past Tense in their descriptions. 
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Objectives: Ss will recall language in Unit 11 Listening Part 3. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 11 Listening Part 3 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Have Ss pair up and show slide. 
Step 2: Ss take turns to summarize an image while the other S mimes accordingly. 
Switch roles and continue with another image.  
Step 3: Select a few pairs to come to the front and present their summary and 
miming to the class. 
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Objectives: Ss will recall vocabulary in Unit 11 Vocabulary 3. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT NS 
Materials: a ball or a plastic bottle  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Sit Ss in a circle and pass the ball or bottle around the circle. 
Step 2: T stands in the middle of the circle and chants “Tingo, Tingo, and Tangle” 
with the class. When the chant stops, whoever has the ball or bottle has to define 
a word from Unit 11 Vocabulary 3 for 10 seconds. But the speaker cannot use any 
filter words like “uhm”.  
Step 3: The rest of the class tries to guess what the word is based on the 
definition. 
 
Vocabulary words:  
Weak legs, strong arms, big feet, little hands, fingers, toes  
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Fluency Opportunity Activities, are designed to give kids a break from regular  
study and let them just enjoy the language. Over time, it is hoped, during these 
sessions, the students will start using the course language without design – 
naturally. As these are fun activities, like games, it can be considered a reward and 
motivation.   
 
Suitable activities available from the Support Hub. 
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Objectives: Ss will preview language in Unit 11 Dialog 1.  
Method: S-Ss –TTT  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 11 Dialog 1 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Sit Ss around the table and show slide.  
Step 2: Have Ss put the images into the correct order.  
Step 3: Ss take turns to describe the images in the right order. 
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the reflection bank methods.  


